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Abstract. This is an overview of the main model-theoretic results obtained
on difference fields and of some applications.

1. Introduction

A difference field is a field with a distinguished endomorphism σ. Algebraists have
extensively studied difference fields in parallel with differential fields, and we refer
to Cohn’s book [6] for the basic algebraic results. In this talk we will focus on
inversive difference fields, i.e., we impose that σ be an automorphism, and on
what we will call generic difference fields. The model theory of these fields has
been studied by various people, first by Macintyre, Van den Dries and Wood (see
[15]), then by Hrushovski, Peterzil and myself (see [4, 5], and also [8, 9]). In this
paper, I will not explain how model theory led to the various results obtained,
but instead focus on their use. The paper is organised as follows: the first section
gives the preliminaries in model theory and in algebra. The second section states
the main model-theoretic results on generic difference fields, and how they can be
used in applications.

2. Preliminaries on Difference Fields and Their First-Order Theory

First some conventions: all difference fields will be inversive (i.e., the endomor-
phism σ is onto). We let L be the language {+,−, ·, 0, 1, σ}, where +, −, · are
binary operations and σ is a unary function symbol. Any difference field K is
naturally an L-structure, with +, −, · interpreted as addition, subtraction and
multiplication respectively, σ as the distinguished automorphism of K, and 0, 1
as 0, 1 of the field K. The algebraic closure of a field K is denoted by Kalg. All
results in this section can be found in [6] and in [4].

2.1. Difference polynomial rings, σ-ideals, σ-closed sets

Let (K,σ) be a difference field. We define the difference polynomial ring
K[X1, . . . , Xn]σ by taking the ring K[X1, . . . , Xn]σ to be the ordinary polyno-
mial ring K[σj(Xi) | i = 1, . . . , n, j ∈ N], and extending σ to K[X1, . . . , Xn]σ
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in the way suggested by the name of the generating elements. Note that σ is
not onto. The order of a difference polynomial f is the largest m such that some
indeterminate σm(Xi) appears in f .

Ideals I of K[X1, . . . , Xn]σ satisfying σ(I) ⊆ I are called σ-ideals. A perfect
σ-ideal of K[X1, . . . , Xn]σ is a σ-ideal I satisfying moreover that aσ(am) ∈ I
implies a ∈ I for all m ∈ N. Thus a perfect σ-ideal is radical. A prime σ-ideal is a
σ-ideal which is prime and perfect. Quotients of K[X1, . . . , Xn]σ by prime σ-ideals
are domains, on which σ defines an embedding. Thus they embed uniquely in a
smallest difference field.

The perfect σ-ideals of K[X1, . . . , Xn]σ satisfy the ascending chain condition.
Consider the topology on Kn, whose basic closed sets are the σ-closed sets, i.e.,
subsets of Kn which are zero-sets of some finite subset A of K[X1, . . . , Xn]σ.
The ascending chain condition on perfect σ-ideals implies that this topology is
Noetherian, and that every closed set is σ-closed. This topology is finer than the
Zariski topology on Kn.

2.2. Formulas and definable sets

Let K be a difference field, let E be a difference subfield of K. A σ-equation
(over E) is a formula of the form f(x1, . . . , xn) = 0, where f(X1, . . . , Xn) ∈
E[X1, . . . , Xn]σ. If the coefficients of f(X1, . . . , Xn) are in Z, then we say that
the σ-equation is over ∅, or has no parameters. The zero-set in Kn of a σ-equation
f(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 is called the set defined by the formula f(x1, . . . , xn) = 0.

The quantifier-free formulas over E (or with parameters in E) are obtained
by closing the set of σ-equations over E under the logical connectives ∧, ∨, and ¬
(“and”, “or”, and “not”). A quantifier-free formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) then defines in
K a Boolean combination of σ-closed subsets of Kn (∧ corresponds to intersection,
∨ to union and ¬ to complement).

The set of formulas with parameters in E is the smallest set of formulas
containing the quantifier-free formulas over E, and closed under prefixing by
quantifiers ∃x, ∀x; so, if ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) is a formula, so are ∃x1 ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) and
∀x1 ϕ(x1, . . . , xn). The subset of Kn defined by a formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) is the
obvious one, corresponding to the interpretation of ∃xψ(x, ȳ) as “there exists x
such that (x, ȳ) is in the set defined by ψ(x, ȳ)”, and so on. It is then easy to check
that the set of definable subsets of Kn is closed under Boolean combinations. A
formula ϕ is called a sentence if ϕ is over ∅ and all variables occuring in ϕ are
bounded, (see any logic book for the correct definition), which roughly speaking
means that ϕ is logically equivalent to a formula Q1x1, . . . , Qnxnψ(x1, . . . , xn),
where the Qi’s are quantifiers, and ψ(x1, . . . , xn) is a quantifier-free formula with
variables among x1, . . . , xn. We also have sentences over E, i.e., formulas over E
in which all variables are bounded. Another way of viewing formulas or sentences
over E, is as formulas over ∅ in which one has plugged parameters from E, i.e.,
formulas of the form ϕ(x̄, ē), where ē is a tuple of elements of E and ϕ(x̄, ȳ) a
formula over ∅.
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If a tuple ā is in the set defined by ϕ(x̄) in K, then we also say that ā satisfies
ϕ(x̄) (in K), or that K satisfies ϕ(ā). Be aware that the notion of satisfaction will
in general depend on the difference field we are working in. When we speak about
a definable subset D of Kn, we mean that there is a formula ϕ(x̄) such that D is
the set defined by ϕ, and we write ā ∈ D to mean that ā satisfies ϕ(x̄).

2.3. Generic difference fields

A difference field K is generic if whenever L is a difference field containing K, and
f1(X̄), . . . , fm(X̄) ∈ K[X̄]σ (X̄ a tuple of variables) have a common zero in Ln,
then they already have a common zero in K.

Generic difference fields can be characterised by the following properties:
(K,σ) is generic if K is an algebraically closed field, σ is an automorphism of K,
and whenever U and V are (absolutely irreducible algebraic) varieties defined over
K, such that V ⊆ U × Uσ and the projection maps V → U and V → Uσ are
generically onto, then there is a tuple ā in K such that (ā, σ(ā)) ∈ V .

Here Uσ denotes the variety whose defining equations are obtained by apply-
ing σ to the coefficients of a set of defining equations of U . These properties can
be expressed by a collection of sentences of our language.

2.4. Useful properties of generic difference fields and their definable sets

(1) Every difference field embeds in a generic difference field.
(2) Let K be a generic difference field, and D ⊆ Kn a definable set. Then

there is a σ-closed subset U of Kn+m for some m, such that the projection
map π : Kn+m → Kn on the first n coordinates restricts to a finite-to-one
onto map : U → D.

So, this says, that if D is definable, using arbitrarily many quanti-
fiers, then in fact D can be defined existentially, i.e., by a formula of the
form ∃ȳ ϕ(x̄, ȳ), where ϕ(x̄, ȳ) is a conjunction of σ-equations and x̄, ȳ are
tuples of variables.

(3) If K ⊆ L are generic difference fields, then every formula with parame-
ters in K is satisfied in L if and only if it is satisfied in K. Thus, in
order to study definable subsets of K, we may in fact go to a generic L
containing K which has many automorphisms (as a difference field, i.e.,
field-automorphisms which commute with σ). This type of technique is
standard in model-theory.

(4) Let K and L be two generic difference fields. Then K and L satisfy the
same sentences if and only if there is a difference field isomorphism between
the algebraic closure of the prime subfield of K and the algebraic closure
of the prime subfield of L. If that is the case, then there will be a generic
difference field in which K and L embed. So, to each generic difference
field K, we associate an invariant, which is the isomorphism type of the
difference subfield of K consisting of elements algebraic over the prime
subfield of K. These invariants play the same role for generic difference
fields that the characteristic does for algebraically closed fields.
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(5) If E is an algebraically closed difference subfield of the generic difference
field K, then the isomorphism type of the difference field E determines
the set of sentences with parameters in E satisfied by K. This means,
that if F ⊆ K and f : E → F is an isomorphism of difference fields, then
there is a generic difference field L containing K, such that f extends
to an automorphism of L. This also means that if K ′ is another generic
difference field containing E, then K and K ′ both E-embed in some L.

(6) Let K be a generic difference field, D ⊆ Kn a definable set, and R a
definable equivalence relation on D. Then D/R is in definable bijection
with a definable subset S of Km, for some m.

(7) Let D ⊆ Fix(σ)n be definable in K. Then D is definable in the pseudo-
finite field Fix(σ). Thus the results of [12] and [13] can be used.

2.5. Notation, transformal transcencendence and algebraicity

Let K be an algebraically closed difference field, and let A ⊆ K. We denote by
aclσ(A) the smallest algebraically closed difference subfield of K containing A,
i.e., aclσ(A) is the algebraic closure of the field generated by

⋃
n∈Z

σn(A). If E is
a difference subfield of K, and A ⊆ K, we denote by E(A)σ the difference subfield
E(σi(A) | i ∈ Z) of K.

We say that an element a ∈ K is transformally transcendental over E if E(a)σ

has infinite transcendence degree over E, and that a is transformally algebraic over
E otherwise. We say that A is transformally algebraic over E if all elements of A
are transformally algebraic over E. There are things like transformal transcendence
bases, degree of transformal transcendence, which behave the way they should, but
we will not go into it, see [6] for details.

2.6. Independence and rank

Let K be a generic difference field, and let A, B, C be subsets of K. We say that
A and B are independent over C, if aclσ(CA) and aclσ(CB) are linearly disjoint
over aclσ(C). This is a natural notion of independence, and satisfies all properties
that ordinary algebraic freeness does. Observe that if C = aclσ(C) ⊆ B = aclσ(B)
and ā is a finite tuple, then ā and B are independent over C if and only if the
ideal {f(X̄) ∈ B[X̄]σ | f(ā) = 0} is generated by its intersection with C[X̄]σ.

For each n one can define a rank on definable subsets of Kn, which takes
its values in the set of ordinal numbers ≤ ωn. Several notions of rank have been
introduced in model theory; they are meant to define a notion similar to that
of dimension of algebraic varieties, but usually are more complex. One of these
ranks (the U -rank), turns out to be particularly simple and well-adapted to our
structures. We will not go into the details (see [4]), what we are really interested
in is the dichotomy finite rank/infinite rank, and we will only mention how it
translates in our particular case.

We say that a definable subset D of Kn has finite rank if there is a positive
integer m such that, if E is the smallest difference subfield of K over which there is
a formula ϕ(x̄) defining D, whenever ā ∈ D then tr.deg(E(ā)σ/E) ≤ m. Otherwise
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we say that D has infinite rank. (For example, in our case, Kn, or any definable
subset of Kn which is dense in Kn for the σ-topology, has rank ωn.)

It turns out that definable sets of finite rank can be analysed in terms of
definable sets of rank 1, see definition below. The structure of definable sets of
infinite rank is much more complicated.

Definition. Let E = aclσ(E) ⊂ K, and assume that D ⊆ Kn is definable over
E. We say that D has rank 1 if D �⊆ E, and whenever ā ∈ D and F = aclσ(F )
contains E, then either ā ∈ F , or ā and F are independent over E.

Let D ⊆ Kn be a definable set of rank 1. Then any definable subset of
D is either finite or has rank 1. It may happen that D can be partitioned into
infinitely many definable sets, but the definable sets appearing in this partition
will be defined using quantifiers, and will not be defined uniformly. For quantifier-
free definable subsets of D one has the following result: let Xi, i ∈ I, be a set of
quantifier-free definable subsets of Kn, and assume that the sets Xi ∩ D, i ∈ I,
are non-empty and form a partition of D. Then I is finite.

2.7. Properties of the rank

Let K be a generic difference field, and G ⊆ Kn a group definable in K, and H a
definable subgroup of G, both defined over E = aclσ(E).

(1) The rank is preserved under definable bijection.
(2) If D ⊆ Fix(σ)n is definable in K, then the rank of D equals the dimension

of its Zariski closure.
(3) G and H have the same rank if and only if [G : H] <∞.
(4) If G has finite rank, we can then define a notion of generic of G, namely

ā ∈ G is a generic of G over F containing E, if and only if tr.deg(F (ā)σ/F )
is maximal. This notion extends the notion of generic of algebraic groups.

(5) Assume that G is a subgroup of some algebraic group defined over K. If
Ḡ is the σ-closure of G, then [Ḡ : G] <∞.

2.8. Examples of sets of rank 1

We start with some obvious examples. If D ⊆ Kn is infinite and defined over the
algebraically closed difference field E and is such that tr.deg(E(ā)σ/E) ≤ 1 for
every ā ∈ D, then certainly D has rank 1. For instance the sets defined by the
equations σ(x) = x2 + 1, σ(x) = x2, or σ(x) = x have rank 1.

One can also show that the sets defined by the equations σ2(x) = x2 + 1 and
σ2(x) = x2 have rank 1. However the set defined by σ2(x) = x has rank > 1: let a
satisfy σ2(x) = x, and such that tr.deg(Q(a)σ/Q) = 2; then a and aσ(a) are not
independent over Q, but a /∈ aclσ(Q, aσ(a)) = Q(aσ(a))alg.

With some work, one can show that in characteristic 0 the set defined by the
equation σ2(x) = (x2 +1)2 +1 has rank 1 (one shows that the only infinite proper
σ-closed subset of this set is, up to a finite set, defined by the equation σ(x) =
x2 + 1).
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3. Some of the Main Results on Difference Fields and How to Use
Them

In this section, I will state some of the main model-theoretic results on generic
difference fields, and discuss some of their applications. I will start with a strik-
ing result, proved independently by Hrushovski [9] and Macintyre [16]. I chose to
state this result first, because of its prettiness and also because one of the moti-
vations in the study of generic difference fields was the hope that such a result
would be true. I then continue with the dichotomy results ([4, 5]) which are at the
heart of many of the applications, and with the results of Hrushovski on definable
subgroups of algebraic groups ([8]). I then state some applications, to the Manin-
Mumford conjecture [8], to the Jacobi conjecture for difference fields [10], to the
Denis conjecture [18], and to Galois groups.

Let me mention a very regrettable fact: the results of Hrushovski and Macin-
tyre cited here have not yet appeared in print!! The existing preliminary preprints
are however available, have been carefully checked, and except for minor details,
are correct. A survey of [8] can be found in [1] and in [3]. Special cases of the proof
are given in [17], see also [2] for the results on definable groups.

3.1.

For each prime p and q = pn, consider the difference field Fq = (Falg
p , σq), where

σq : x �→ xq. Let U be a non-principal ultrafilter on the set Q of prime powers, and
consider (K,σ) =

∏
q∈Q(Falg

p , σq)/U .

Theorem 1. (Hrushovski [9], Macintyre [16]) K is a generic difference field. Every
generic difference field has the same invariant (see (2.4)(4)) as some non-principal
ultraproduct of the Fq’s.

Remarks. (1) Note the following logical content of this theorem. Let ϕ be a
sentence. All generic difference fields satisfy ϕ if and only if all but finitely
many Fq satisfy ϕ. Equivalently (replacing ϕ by its negation): there is a
generic difference field satisfying ϕ if and only if the set of difference
fields Fq satisfying ϕ is infinite.

(2) If K is a difference field, then there is an index set I, and an ultrafilter U
on Q× I, such that K embeds into

∏
(q,i) Fq/U .

(3) For each q ∈ Q, let Kq be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p
with the distinguished automorphism σq : x �→ xq. If U is a non-principal
ultrafilter on Q then

∏
q∈Q Kq/U is a generic difference field.

3.2.

Hrushovski’s proof of theorem 1 gives estimates on the number of points of σ-closed
subsets of finite rank of Fn

q for q sufficiently large, which are similar to the Lang-
Weil estimates for the number of Fq-rational points of varieties defined over Fq.
His bounds are of the form ||D| − aqd| < Cqd−1/2, where a, C and d only depend
on the algebraic family of the defining equations of the σ-closed set D. Let me
mention an easy corollary of this theorem and of Hrushovski’s bound:
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Corollary. ([9]) Let K be a generic difference field.

(1) Let G be an algebraic group defined over K, and B a definable subgroup of
G(K) of finite rank. Assume that the tuple of difference polynomials f(X̄)
restricts to an endomorphism of B. Then [B : f(B)] = |Ker(f) ∩B|.

(2) Similarly, if U is a σ-closed subset of Kn and the tuple f(X̄) defines an
injective map U → U , then f(U) = U .

Proof. Both proofs are very much inspired by Ax’s proof of (2) in case U is an
algebraic set and f is a tuple of rational functions. Let me sketch a proof of (1).
The proof of (2) is similar in spirit, but uses the fact that if U is a definable subset
of Fn

q , then U =
⋃

m(U ∩ Fn
pm).

Let c̄ be a tuple over which the algebraic group G and its group operation,
the polynomials f and the subgroup B are defined. Let ϕ(t̄, x̄), ψ(t̄, x̄, ȳ, z̄) be
the formulas of the language of rings such that ϕ(c̄, x̄) defines G(K) in K, and
ψ(c̄, x̄, ȳ, z̄) defines the graph of multiplication. Let θ(c̄, x̄) and η(c̄, x̄, ȳ) be the for-
mulas which define B and the graph of f respectively within G(K). The following
properties of the tuple c̄ can then be expressed by formulas in the variables t̄:

(A1) The formula ψ(t̄, x̄, ȳ, z̄) is the graph of a group operation on the set S
defined by ϕ(t̄, x̄).

(A2) The formula θ(t̄, x̄) defines a subgroup H of S, and the formula η(t̄, x̄, ȳ)∧
θ(t̄, x̄) defines the graph of a group homomorphism g which takes its values
in H. All the elements of H satisfy a difference equation over t̄ of order ≤ n
(some fixed n).

(A3m) If Ker(g) has size m, then [H : g(H)] = m.
(A4m) If Ker(g) has size > m, then [H : g(H)] > m.

It suffices to show that every tuple d̄ in Fq which satisfies (A1) and (A2)
also satisfies (A3m) and (A4m) for all m ≥ 1. But this is clear: by Hrushovski’s
estimates on the number of points, we get that if (A2) is satisfied by d̄ then the
set defined by θ(d̄, x̄) is finite; hence d̄ also satisfies (A3m) and (A4m).

3.3. Modularity, and the dichotomy theorem

I am not going to give the model-theoretic definitions of some of the terms used
below (modularity, full stability): model theorists know them, and the definition
will not bring any illuminating insight to the other mathematicians. Let me simply
say that stability and modularity are abstract properties, which were introduced in
a very general model-theoretic context, and which turn out, in concrete examples,
to have a totally algebraic translation with very useful consequences. Full stability
is a generalisation of stability to an unstable context like ours. That a field is never
modular, and that a modular set has little more structure than a vector space.
Maybe the example given below and the applications to algebraic groups will help
to see the strength of the modularity property. I first give the translation of these
concepts in our particular case ((2) is not simply a translation, but needs some
argumentation):
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Definitions. Let K be a generic difference field, D ⊆ Kn a definable subset, defined
over some E = aclσ(E) ⊂ K.

(1) D is modular if whenever ā1, . . . , ām ∈ D and b̄ is a tuple of elements of
K, then (ā1, . . . , ām) and b̄ are independent over C=aclσ(E, ā1, . . . , ām)∩
aclσ(E, b̄).

(2) D is fully stable if for any ā ∈ D and F = aclσ(F ) containing E, any
F -isomorphism F (ā)σ → K extends to aclσ(F, ā).

3.4. Examples

We said above that a field k is never modular. Let K be a generic difference field,
and let p equal either 1 if char(K) = 0, or char(K) otherwise. We will call a field
defined by a formula of the form σn(x) = xpm

, where n ≥ 1, m ∈ Z, a fixed field.
A particular example is of course Fix(σ), and results which one proves for Fix(σ)
are valid for the other fixed fields, because one can show that if K is a generic
difference field, and τ : x �→ σn(xpm

) for some n ≥ 1, m ∈ Z, then the difference
field (K, τ) is also generic.

One can show that no infinite definable subset of k = Fix(σ) is modular.
The non-modularity of k is witnessed by the existence of a 2-dimensional family
of curves on k2, namely the curves y = ax+ b (a, b ∈ k). Modularity of a set D of
rank 1 can be defined as the non-existence of a 2-dimensional family of curves (or
rank 1 sets) on D2. One can also show that definable sets of infinite rank are not
modular.

In contrast with the fixed field case, assume that the characteristic of K is
not 2, and consider the subgroup B of Gm(K) defined by the equation σ(x) = x2.
Note that if a, b ∈ B and f ∈ K[X,Y ], then f(a, b) ∈ B implies that σ(f)(a2, b2) =
f(a, b)2. Not very suprisingly, if such an f defines a map B × B → B, then
f(X,Y ) = cXiY j for some c ∈ B and i, j ∈ N. One can show that indeed B is
modular.

Theorem 3 below, generalising to our context an older result of Hrushovski-
Pillay [11], will bring more information on the type of applications one can expect
from the notion of modularity. But first we state the dichotomy theorem:

Theorem 2. ([4, 5]) Let K be a generic difference field, and let D ⊆ Kn be definable
over E = aclσ(E), and of finite rank. Then either D is modular, or there is an
infinite definable subset U of D, a subfield k of K defined by a formula σ(x) = x or
σn(x) = xpm

for some n ≥ 1, m ∈ Z if the characteristic is p > 0, and a definable
map f : U → k, with f(U) infinite.

If the characteristic is 0 and D is modular, then D is fully stable, which
implies that D with all the structure induced from K is superstable.

3.5. A criterion for modularity

In characteristic 0, there is a criterion for modularity of definable sets of rank 1:
let D ⊆ Kn be definable over E = aclσ(E), and of rank 1. Then D is modular if
and only for every ā ∈ D, ā /∈ E, one of the following happens:
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(i) tr.deg(E(ā)σ/E) > 1, or
(ii) tr.deg(E(ā)σ/E) = 1 and the set {[E(ā, σk(ā)) : E(ā)] | k ∈ Z} is un-

bounded.

This criterion is slightly unsatisfactory for the following reason: given a de-
finable set D of finite rank, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether D has
rank 1 or higher rank. The criterion does not generalise properly to the posi-
tive characteristic case. Indeed, in characteristic p > 0, the set defined by the
equation σ2(x) = xp has rank 1 and satisfies (i) but is certainly non-modular. In
case tr.deg(E(ā)σ/E) ≤ 1 for every ā ∈ D, then (ii) can be adapted to give a
criterion of modularity of D.

Theorem 3. ([4, 5]) Let K be a generic difference field, and G an algebraic group
definable over K. Assume that B ⊆ G(K) is a definable modular subgroup of G(K),
defined over E = aclσ(E). Let X be a quantifier-free definable subset of G(K).
Then X ∩ B is a (finite) Boolean combination of cosets of σ-closed subgroups of
B (i.e., subgroups of the form B ∩H, where H is σ-closed). If X is σ-closed, then
X∩B is a finite union of cosets of σ-closed subroups of B. The σ-closed subgroups
of B are defined over E.

Assume that the characteristic of K is 0. If X is a definable subset of G(K),
then X ∩ B is a (finite) Boolean combination of cosets of definable subgroups of
B. The definable subgroups of B are defined over E.

Remark. In positive characteristic, this last statement is not always true. We have
examples of modular definable subgroups S and T of Ga(K), with S∩T finite, such
that there is a definable non-degenerate bilinear map q : S × T → Fp. If b ∈ T ,
then {a ∈ S | q(a, b) = 0} is a definable subgroup of S, whose definition needs
parameters from outside S. See [4].

3.6.

Theorem 3 is not very useful unless one has a good criterion for modularity of
definable subgroups of algebraic groups. Using model theory, one can reduce to
the case where G is a simple abelian group. In the case of Gm and of a simple
abelian variety, a good description is given by Hrushovski in [8]. In particular, he
shows that if A is a simple abelian variety, and A(K) has a definable non-modular
subgroup, then A is isomorphic to an abelian variety A′ defined over some fixed
field. From this fact, the study of modularity of definable subgroups of semi-abelian
varieties can be reduced to the case where A = Gm or A is a simple abelian variety
defined over Fix(σ). Before stating his results in that simple case, let me say that
he completely describes, up to commensurability, definable subgroups of abelian
varieties and of tori. In characteristic 0, all definable subgroups of finite rank
of Ga(K) are non-modular. In positive characteristic however, there are many
examples of modular subgroups of Ga(K). As far as I know, however, we do not
have as nice a description.
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Theorem 4. ([8]) Let K be a generic difference field of characteristic 0, A be a
simple abelian variety defined over Fix(σ), and R its ring of algebraic endomor-
phisms.

(1) If B is a definable subgroup of A(K), then there is n ∈ N, and a0, . . . , an ∈
R such that if C = {ā ∈ A(K) |

∑n
i=0 ai(σi(ā)) = 0}, then C∩B has finite

index in B and in C. If B has infinite rank, then B = A(K).
(2) Let B and C be defined as in (1). Then B is modular if and only if the

polynomial f(T ) =
∑n

i=0 aiT
i is relatively prime (in Q ⊗Z R[T ]) to all

polynomials of the form Tm − 1, m ≥ 1.

This criterion can be suitably modified in characteristic p > 0. In character-
istic 0, modularity is equivalent to having “no non-trivial connection” with Fix(σ),
and the above criterion tells us when this happens. In positive characteristic, mod-
ularity means having no non-trivial connection with any of the fixed fields.

3.7.

Similar results hold for the multiplicative group Gm, and because modularity is
preserved under short exact sequences, one can obtain e.g.:

Theorem 5. ([8]) Let K be a generic difference field of characteristic 0, A a semi-
abelian variety defined over Fix(σ), and f(T ) ∈ Z[T ] a polynomial having no
roots of unity among its roots. Then the subgroup of A(K) defined by the equa-
tion f(σ)(x̄) = 0 is modular.

3.8.

Theorems 4 and 5 were used by Hrushovski in his proof of the Manin-Mumford
conjecture over number fields [8]. Let me give the idea of his proof when A is a
semi-abelian variety, and we are interested in the intersection of a subvariety X
of A with the prime-to-p torsion of A, Torp′(A), for p a prime of good reduction.
Using results of Weil on abelian varieties defined over finite fields and the functional
equation of the Frobenius automorphism, one finds an automorphism σ of Qalg, and
a polynomial f(T ) with integral coefficients, of degree ≤ 2 dim(A), with no root of
unity among its roots, and with absolute sum of the coefficients bounded by some
function of p, and such that f(σ) vanishes on Torp′(A). Let B = Ker f(σ) ⊆ A(K),
in some generic difference field K extending (Qalg, σ). Then we look at the number
of σ-irreducible components of X ∩B. By modularity of B, we know that X ∩B
is a union of translates of definable subgroups of B, which means that its Zariski
closure is a union of translates of algebraic subgroups of A. Moreover, because we
have a bound on the complexity of the σ-equations defining B, we get a bound on
the number of σ-irreducible components of X ∩B, which is of the form cdeg(X)e,
where c, e only depend on A. Some simple arguments then give us thatX∩Torp′(A)
is the union of m sets of the form ci + Torp′(Ai), where each Ai is a subvariety of
A and m ≤ cdeg(X)e.
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3.9. The Jacobi conjecture for difference fields

We have n algebraic difference equations u1(x̄) = 0, . . . , un(x̄) = 0, in the vari-
ables x̄ = (x1, . . . , xn), with coefficients in some difference field E, which we will as-
sume contained in a generic difference field K. For k, i = 0, . . . , n, let hi

k be the or-
der of the equation ui(x̄) = 0 with respect to the variable xk (if xk does not occur at
all, we let hi

k = −∞). We then defineH = maxθ∈Sym(n)

∑n
k=1 h

θ(k)
k . The conjecture

states that if the σ-closed set X defined by the equations ui(x̄) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n,
has finite rank, then the order of X, maxā∈X tr.deg(E(ā)σ/E), is bounded by H.

This conjecture is the transposition to difference fields of the original Jacobi
conjecture for differential fields and differential equations. The Jacobi conjecture
for differential fields remains open. Some cases of the Jacobi conjecture for differ-
ence fields have been established by Cohn and Lando. Hrushovski [10] establishes
the conjecture for difference fields in all cases. His proof uses a strong form of
Bezout’s theorem:

For i = 1, . . . , n, let Si be a hypersurface in (P1)n, of multi-degree (di
1, . . . , d

i
n)

(see [8] or [7] for the definition of multi-degree). If Y denotes the intersection of
the Si, then the zero-dimensional components of Y have at most M points where
M =

∑
θ∈Sym(n)

∏n
k=1 d

θ(k)
k .

One then proves the conjecture by simply counting points in the structures Fq

for q approaching ∞: if Xi is an irreducible component of X, then the order of
Xi is given by logq(|Xi(Fq)|) for q → ∞. By theorem 1, this gives the result in
general. Note that his proof actually gives the bound on the order of any irreducible
component of X of finite rank (i.e., X may also have components of infinite rank).

3.10.

Scanlon gives a positive solution of Denis conjecture on Drinfeld modules in [18].
Let me explain the setting in a simple case:

Let K be an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p and of
positive transcendence degree. Consider the ring EndK(Ga) of endomorphisms
of Ga defined over K. Then EndK(Ga) is isomorphic to the twisted polynomial
ring K[σp] (with σp : x �→ xp). Let A = Fp[T ] and view it as a subring of K,
by identifying T with some transcendental t ∈ K. A Drinfeld module (over A) is
given by a ring homomorphism ϕ : A → EndK(A) so that if ϕ(T ) =

∑n
i=0 aiσ

i
p,

then a0 = t and an = 1.

Theorem. ([18]) Let ϕ be a Drinfeld module. Consider KN as an A-module via ϕ.
If X is a subvariety of KN then the intersection of X with the A-torsion subgroup
of KN (= {x̄ ∈ KN | ϕ(a)(x̄) = 0 for some non-zero a ∈ A}) is a finite union of
translates of A-torsion subgroups of algebraic subgroups of KN .

Again, this is proved by choosing an automorphism σ of some field L contain-
ing K, such that the functional equation satisfied by σ on the A-torsion subgroup
of K defines a modular group in any generic difference field extending (L, σ).
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3.11. Galois groups of difference equations

Let K be a generic difference field of characteristic 0, let A be an abelian variety
defined over an algebraically closed subfield k of Fix(σ), and let B be a modular
subgroup of A(K) defined by f(σ)(x̄) = 0, for some f(T ) ∈ End(A)[T ]. Let c̄ be
transformally transcendental over k, let F = k(c̄, B)σ, and X the set of solutions
of f(σ)(x̄) = c̄. Let ā ∈ X. By full stability of B, model theory tells us that the
subgroup G of B consisting of those elements ḡ such that there is an F -automor-
phism of the difference field aclσ(F, ā) which sends ā to ā+ ḡ, is an intersection of
definable subgroups of B of finite index in B. In particular, if B has no definable
subgroup of finite index, then G = B.
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